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The Monetary Reforms of the Romans
and the Finds of Roman Denarii in
Eastern and Northern Europe

Lennart Lind

Monetary measures undertaken inside the Roman Empire might be responsible for the

composition of finds of Roman coins made ontside the Empire. A possible link between
the composition of the denari«» finds in Barbarian Europe, on the one hand, and the

monetary reforms of Nero (54—68) and Septimius Severus (193—2 I l ), on the other hand,

has long been recogniaed. There is however a third Roman monetary reform which has

put its imprint on the denorios finds in Central, Eastern and Northern Europe, the one of'

Domitian (8 l —96).

Lenntirt Littd, Deportment of Clossicol Arcltaeology and Ancient History,
Stockholm University, S-106 9I Stockholm, Sweden.

About 7,500 Roman dettarii, almost all from
the period 64-200, are known from finds in

Sweden (1990). The coins were unearthed

mainly on Gotland, which alone accounts for
c. 6,500 of the c. 7,500 denarii from Sweden.
Only c. 1,000 denarii come from other parts of
the country, i.e. Öland and the mainland (es-
pecially Halland and Skåne). As lor the rest of
Scandinavia, Denmark has c. 2,000 denarii
and Norway and Finland almost none (Lind
l'orthcoming).

In Europe outside the limits of what was

once the It&ti&eriut&t Romanum, Scandinavia
excepted, Roman denarii have been found in

the northern parts of the Netherlands, in Ger-

many (FRG and the former GDR), Poland,
Czechoslovakia, the former Soviet Union and

the "non-Roman" parts of Hungary and Ru-

mania; Poland and the former Soviet Union

enjoy the richest supplies. The Danish and the

European continental material in its entirety
show approximately the same composition as

that of Sweden, i.e. the decisive weight in

most countries rests on coins struck during the

period 64—200, from the reign of Nero (54—68)
to that of Septimius Severus (193—211). All

the considered countries have coins from the

period before the year 64. As for their number,

however, they cannot compete with later coins,
and they are usually found separately and

form problems of their own (Lind forthcom-

ing).
Most of the denarii found on Gotland are

preserved and available for study; their ex-
treme degree of wear is believed to prove that

the coins changed hands repeatedly in antiqui-

ty. The denarii from the other parts of Swe-

den, as well as those from Denmark, are as a

rule less worn than those from Gotland. The
denarii from the rest of continental Europe,
outside the limes, are sometimes very worn,
sometimes in a rather good state of preserva-
tion. The dettarii known to have been found in

Denmark are extant to a large degree; of the

coins known to have been unearthed in other
parts of the Continent, however, only a minor

part is available for study.
It has been known for a very long time that

monetary measures undertaken inside the
Roman Empire, for purely internal reasons, in

some way might be responsible for the com-
position of finds of Roman coins made outstde
the frontiers ol' the Empire. Already in 1860
Theodor Mommsen pointed to a possible link

between the composition of the denari us finds
in Europe outside the lit&res on the one hand,
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and the monetary reform of Nero in the 60s
(which reduced the weight and the fineness of
the silver coins) and the great debasement of
the denarius under Septimius Severus in the
190s (which diminished the intrinsic value of
a coin with one-third) on the other (Mommsen
1860:771—774). The relevance of these find-

ings of Mommsen for the material in Sweden,
especially that on Gotland, was shown al-

ready in 1866 by Hans Hildebrand (1866:60f).
There is, however, a third Roman monetary
reform which has put its imprint on the denar-
ius finds in central, eastern and northern Eu-
rope. I will come back to this presently.

The written sources from antiquity do not
have any information (at least not any we can
understand) answering the question of when
and from where the Roman deltarii found
their way into the area of what today is Swe-
den. As to the general direction of the flow of
the coins from the AIIl2eri21772 R0772e17221172 to
present-day Sweden, Gotland included, I think
it is possible to establish it by comparing the
finds in Sweden with those 1'rom the areas
between the former Roman Empire and Swe-
den of today. I will start with a survey of the
general situation in Sweden; after that I will
deal with the more important finds in some
detail, and then compare them to some finds
on the European continent. For reasons that
will become obvious, special attention will be
given to the early coins of the hoards. For the
sake of convenience I will shorten the argu-
ment by using only the largest, well-described,
continental European hoards.

Finds of 1 or 2 deltarii are not very com-
mon in Sweden; most coins belong to hoards
of varying sizes, some consi sting of hundreds
of coins. The character of the Swedish mate-
rial is such that even if coins of the period
prior to Nero are almost totally absent, and
coins of the period after Septimius Severus
are very rare, all emperors within the more
coin-concentrated span 64—200 are neverthe-
less represented; and what holds for the mate-
rial as a whole also holds, by and large, for
individual finds, on Gotland as well as the
Swedish mainland. The most important finds

on Gotland are distinguished by the fact that

they are endowed with a preponderance of
clettelrii from the period of the three Antonine
rulers (138—192) —Antoninus Pius, Marcus
Aurelius and Commodus —and that the period
with the second largest store of coins is the
one of Trajan and Hadrian (98—138), i.e. the
two preceding emperors. The dellelrii from the

period of Nero to Nerva (54—98), and those
from the period of Pertinax to Septimius Severus

(193—211),are almost always (cf.below) very
few in number, but they are seldom totally
absent; the earlier group is commonly larger
than the latter (cf. below). Most of the larger
finds on Gotland also contain one or a few
specimens of so-called barbarian imitations.

Let us now examine the more important
finds in some detail. On Gotland there are
eight hoard» exceeding 200 coins each, i.e.
Lind 1981 nos. 8, 18.43, 44, 53, 62, 63 and 89,
and one with somewhat less than 200 coins,
no. 9 (181 coins). Together these nine hoards
make up about two-thirds of the c. 6,500
denarii unearthed on Gotland. (One impor-
tant find on Gotland, Lind 1981 no. 73, has

been disregarded here. ) In the rest of the

country there are only two hoards of corre-
sponding size, both from the southern part of
the mainland, Lind 1981 no. 186 (Skåne), and

no. 190(Halland), respectively, together com-
prising more than 80% of the dellelrii found in

Sweden outside Gotland.
Telble l shows the contents of these eleven

hoards (Lind 1981 nos. 8, 18, 44 and 62 with

additions from Lind forthcoming) distributed
in per cent based on emperors' reigns, the
periods before 98 and after 192 forming but
one group each, Nero-Nerva and Pertinax-
(Septimius) Severus respecti vely. As for gen-
uine Roman coins, these hoard» all consist of
dettelrii from the period 64—200, with the ex-
ception of a drachma of Lycia with the portrait
of Trajan in no. 62 (it is the only one of its kind
found in Sweden and the only Greek Imperial
silver coin found in Scandinavia). As is clear
from Telble I all, with the exception of no. 190
(Halland), mainly consist of coins from the
fiveemperors Trajan(98 —117),Hadrian(117—
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138), Antoninus Pius (138—161),Marcus Au-

relius (161—180) and Commodus (180—192),
but with the exception of no. 44 (Gotland)
they all also have coins from before 98 as well

as after 192; the latter group is missing in no.
44.

Eight of the nine hoards from Gotland
show a clear resernblance to one another. The
biggest portion in each of them, roughly one-
third (29.2—34.4 %) falls to Antoninus Pius'

reign; and next in line comes Marcus Aure-
lius, with one-fourth in each hoard (22. 1 —28.0
%): then in seven out of eight cases Hadrian,
with between 15.6 and 21.0% (in the remain-

ing case, no. 89, Hadrian has only about 10
%). After thi» it is normally Trajan and Com-
modus which end up in fourth and fifth posi-
tion, with roughly one-tenth each (6. 1 —13.4
and 10.4—14.9 % respectively). The coins of
the periods before Trajan and after Com-
modus —as well as the barbarian imitations,
which are present in all of these eight hoards
—constitute everywhere small groups, which
in terms of volume cannot compete with any
of the five belonging to the five empcrors
from the period 98—192. The ninth hoard, the
aberrant no. 44, where the coins of Hadrian
and Trajan torm the largest groups and with

more coins of the period Nero-Nerva than

from that of Commodus, only serves to em-

phasize the homogeneity of the others.
None of the hoards from the mainland

conform closely to the pattern of the eight
hoards on Gotland. The largest one, no. 186
(Skåne), shows a preponderance of coins from
the Antonines (138 192), stronger than that
in any of the Gotlandic hoards shown here.
And in no. 190 (Halland) the pre-98 coins
form a more significant portion than in any
other find, about one-third of the total, and
none of the emperors of the second century
has more than 18 %. Like no. 44 on Gotland,
nos. 186 and 190 emphasize the homogeneity
of the eight Gotlandic find».

Where outside Sweden do we encounter
hoards with a composition similar to the larg-
er ones on Gotland? As for the large Conti-
nental hoards, it tums out, and this is very

interesting, that just about all hoards of 1,000
or more reasonably well-described specimens
listed in my catalogue (nine in all) are made

up essentially of coins from the period of the
Antonines (138—192), with the exception of
one find from Czechoslovakia (Lind 1981 no.
394) and one from Rumanian Moldavia (Lind
1981 no. 403; concerning finds in Rumanian
Moldavia, see Mihailescu-Birliba 1980).Also
worthy of notice is the pattern of geographical
distribution: five of these finds of 1,000 coins
or rnore. all with a composition rather similar
to that of the larger finds on Gotland (cf.
below), have been discovered at geographical
localities —in present-day Hungary and Po-
land —which follow, or are oriented along, a

roughly straight south-north line —a line go-
ing from the Hungarian plain to Gotland.

The contents of four of these five large
Continental hoards, Lind 1981 nos. 279, 295
and 296 (Mitkowa-Szubert 1989) from Po-
land and no. 398 (Biro-Sey 1987) from Hun-

gary, are so well known that it is possible to
compare them in detail with those of the more
important finds on Gotland. Tal&le 2 is ar-

ranged in the same way as Table I and shows
the percentage composition of these lour hoards,
as well as that of the nine Gotlandic hoards,
which are here shown in two columns only,
the two largest hoards, nos. 18 and 62, being
presented as one hoard; nos. 8, 9, 43, 44, 53,
63 and 89 have also been combined into one.
The tour Continental hoards all essentially
consist of denarii 1'rom the Nero-Septimius
Severus period, as do those from Sweden/
Gotland, but some of them have a few earlier
and/or a few later coins, i.e. of the Republic
(before 30 BC) or Marcus Antonius (32—31
BC) on one hand, and of Caracalla (211—217)
or Macrinus (217—218) on the other. As on
Gotland, there are no coins of Nero issued
before his monetary reform in AD 64.

Here, too, the coins of Antoninus Pius
constitute about one-third of each hoard (32.2—
34.7 %), Marcus Aurelius comes as number
two, with about one-fourth (24.9—28.0 %),
and in the third place we have Hadrian (13.5—
16. 1 %); Commodus has roughly one-tenth
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(8.9—2. 1 %), and Trajan somewhat less (6.2—

9.4 %). The most important difference be-

tween the Continental hoards and the Gotlan-
dic ones is that the pre-98 coins in some of the

former, i.e. in nos. 295—296, are a distinctly

larger group than in any of the latter.
In the nine Gotlandic hoards, as well as in

three of the four continental European hoards

(the exception is no. 398 from Hungary), the

pre-98 coins form a distinctly larger group
than those from the period after 192 (and the

barbarian imitations, which are lacking in

nos. 295—296). As mentioned, I think that the

earliest coins of the hoards, i.e. those of the

64—98 period, are of special interest, and they

will be treated in some detail. Before we go on

with this, however, we must say something
about the post-192 coins, and about finds

from the territory of the former Roman Em-

pire with a series of pre-200 coins similar in

structure to that of the above-discussed hoards

outside the limes.
The post-192 coins are shown in Table 3,

with column-headings as in Table Z. The coins
are distributed according to emperors' reigns,
but the reign of Septimius Severus (193—211)
has been divided into two groups, "Septimius
Severus 1" and "Septimius Severus 2", re-

spectively. The first group comprises coins
with the portrait of Septimius Severus issued
before hi s great debase ment of the de na ri us in

late 194 or early 195, and coins with the

portrait of his wife Julia Domna struck 193—
196(Septimius SeverusRIC1 —39;Julia Domna

RIC 534—538), presumably belonging to the

same period. The second group comprises the

other coins from Severus' reign.
One observes that the short-lived emper-

ors Pertinax and Didius Julianus (spring 193),
as well as Clodius Albinus (193—197), are

represented everywhere, except in no. 398,
where the post-192 coins exclusively belong
to the first Severan dynasty (193—217).

In the Gotlandic finds as well as in the

Continental finds nos. 279, 295 and 296 the

coins of Severus are essentially from the time

before his great debasement of the denarius
("Septimius Severus I "); in these hoards coins

struck after that debasement seem to have

been avoided. The conclusion can be drawn

that when these Gotlandic and continental
European hoards were amassed, the debase-
ment of 194/195 was taken into consideration
(except perhaps in the case of no. 398), though
this reduction of the coin's intrinsic value

certainly was not officially advertised (it is

not mentioned in the literary sources) or meant

to be easily discovered (cf. Kellner & Specht
1961:49).Thus the Gotlandic hoards as well

as the continental European ones must have
been formed at a time when, and in a place
where, the debasement of Severus and its

implications had become well known.
As I have argued elsewhere (Lind 1988:200—

203), the most likely place for the accumula-
tion of these hoards found in Barbarian Eu-

rope is, in fact, the Roman Empire, and the

most likely point in time AD 220 or later. The
plausibility of this hypothesis is corroborated

by Table 4, which compares the contents (dis-
tributed in percentages based on emperors'

reigns) of two of the hoards found outside the

limes, the by now well-known Lind 1981 no.
62 from Gotland and no. 279 from Poland,
with the pre-debasement contents of four hoards

found inside the former Roman Empire and

deposited after 220. These hoards are the huge
Reka-Devnia find (Mouchmov 1934) from

Bulgaria, the find of Viuz-Faverges (Pflaum
& Huvelin 1981) in France, that of Cologne
(FMRD 6 no. 1004,3) and of Kempten (FMRD
I no. 7186) in the southern parts of the FRG.
The only coins after 192 included are those of
Pertinax, Didius Julianus and Clodius Albi-

nus, as well as Septimius Severus RIC 1 —39
and Julia Domna RIC 534—538.

The pre-debasement contents of these four
hoards, as shown by Table 4, have a prepon-
derance of coins of Hadrian, Antoninus Pius
and Marcus Aurelius (117—180), and a dis-

tinct presence of coins of Trajan (98—117)and

Commodus (180—192). These hoards clearly
demonstrate that denarii from the period be-
fore the great debasement of Severus (194/
195) were at hand in the 220s and later within

the borders of the Roman Empire, and that
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they had a general chronological distribution
compatible with that of the denarii of the
hoards of the Barbarian world, which are
discussed here and which, as we have seen,
almost exclusively consist of pre-debasement
coins. It is thus possible to argue, as I have
done, that the denarii of these hoards might
have been exported en bloc in the third centu-

ry, but the case is not yet fully proven.
Let us now tum to the earliest coins. Ta-

bles 5a—5c show the percentage distribution
based on emperors' reigns of the 64—98 period
coins of all previously mentioned hoards. As
we can see from Table 5a, with the eleven
Swedish finds, and Table 5b, with the Gotlan-
dic and the Continental finds arranged in col-
umns as in Table 2 above, the most frequent
coins among those from the 64—98 period are
those of Vespasian's 10-year reign (69—79).
Bycomparison, Domitian's 15-yearreign(81—
96) is normally underrepresented, though one
exception is no. 89, Gotland; no. 190 from the
mainland, on the other hand, with the largest
number of pre-98 coins in any Swedish find
(cf. above), conforms to the pattern, see Table
5a. As shown by Table 5e, with the four finds
from the Empire in Table 4 above, the rela-
tionship is the same in third-century hoards
from the Roman Empire. In several finds the
coins of Titus' short reign (79—81), and/or

that of Nerva (96—98), are more numerous
than those issued under Domitian's authority,
see no. 62 in Table 5a, no. 398 in Table 5b and
Reka-Devnia and Kempten in Table 5c.

The rareness in hoards of coins of Domi-
tian's reign, as compared to those of Vespa-
sian's, was observed early in the twentieth
century (Regling 1912:232f;Bolin 1926:119f),
but not until recently has it been proven satis-
factorily that the explanation must have been
that the coins of Domitian's reign, due to their
higher intrinsic value, dropped out of circula-
tion faster than those of Vespasian's, accord-
ing to Greshatn 's

Late�(cf.

Carradice 1983:58—
60 and 68—70).

Thi», however, was a rather slow process.
As shown by Table 5d, with the 64—98 con-
tents of nine hoards from the territory of the

Roman Empire deposited before AD 170, i.e.
Castagnaro (Rizzoli 1914) from northern Ita-

ly, Erla (Jungwirth 1967) from Austria, Lon-
donthorpe (Carson et. al. 1979) from Britain,
Salasuri (Molnar & Winkler 1965; Carradice
1977) from Rumania, Osiek (Wruck 1937)
and Sotin (Brunsmid 1909) from Yugoslavia,
Mocsolad (Gohl 1905)and Kurd-Gyulaj (Mérey
1938)from Hungary and Stockstadt (FMRD I,
no. 6020) from the FRG, the proportions were
much more to the advantage of Domitian as
late as the 160s than in the third century; see
for example Stockstadt. It should be added
that the coins of Domitian in these hoards are
not e ven ly distributed over his reign; the 98 %
fine coins of AD 82—85 disappeared at an

early date, leaving those of the period 81—82
(89 % fine, the standard of his predecessor
Vespasian), and those of the period 85—96
(94 % fine, the standard of Nero; cf. Walker
1976).

Hence, if the coins of the 64—98 period
from hoards in Sweden had been brought to
the country before c. 170, the portion attribut-
able to the reign of Domitian (81—96) should
have been larger, compared to that of Vespa-
sian (69—79) than actually is the case, unless
it can be proven that Gresham's Law was
operative in Sweden too. In my opinion this is

highly unlikely, at least in the case of the pre-
98 coins: they can never have been available
in these parts of Europe in quantities large
enough for this to happen. The rareness of the
coins of the period 81 —96 in Sweden and
northern Europe is thus further proof that the

large Gotlandic and continental European
hoards which are discussed here were export-
ed en bloe from the Imperium Romanum; and
this could not have taken place before the
third century.

To sum up; as regards the influx of the
denarii to Sweden and Gotland, we get thi»

general picture: during the third century de-

»arii were exported in huge quantities from
the Roman Empire to what is now Poland
(and, I think, to the former Soviet Union too)
and from there onwards to Gotland and per-
haps the rest of Sweden as well. The point of
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departure on the Continent for specimens ar-

riving on Gotland must have been the region
surrounding the mouth of the Vistula River; a

route of approach over present-day Germany
and/or Denmark is possi bie for the coins in the

rest of the country.

As regards the reasons for this large export
of Roman denarii in the third century (or
later?), We can only speculate (cf. Lind
1 988:205—208).

English revised by Laura Wrang.
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Table 3
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Number of corns 26 18 14 35 16 79

Tahle 3. Post-l92 crrins in Got(andic and Continental hoards (emperors' reigns, per cent).

Table 4

100

90

80

70

Expianation to Tabie 4

50

40

30

20

10

279 62 RD VF Co Ke RD = Reka-Devnra, VF = Viuz-paverges, Co = Cologne, Ke = Kamp

Number of corns 1264 1488 45485 802 1380 465

Talrle 4. Composition of nos. 279 arrd 62 and fowr lrttpetial hrrarels (etnperort
'

reir, tts, per cettt).

Current 51uerti rlr Arrrtrrrerrtrrkn Vol. I, 7 993
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Table 5a

90

80

70

50

40

30

20

10

8 9 18 43 44 53 62 63 89 186 190

Number or corns 9 2 22 16 9 19 44 4 14 6 74

Table 5a. Distnibation of coins from IVern trr Nen'a (per cerrt). Hoards fronr
Grrrlaml and tlre Sruedislr nrainland.

Explanation to Tablaa Sa-Sd

Table 5b

100

80

70

30

20

10

62, 18 8-89 279 295 296 398

Number of corne 73 57 262 115 67

Talrle 5b. Distnil»rtirrn of c»i»s from Neco trr Ner aa (pee cerrt). Gotlandic and
Corrtirrerrtal hoanls.

Crrrrarrr Srr edrsh Aer lrnerrlrrr, rs trrrl. I, lu9 I
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Table 5c

100

90

60

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

RD VF co Ks

Numtrsr of coros 3462 51 191 56

Table 5c. Distribution of coin» from Nero to Nemra (per
cent). Iniperial lroards of'.313( ce»tat. i,

Explanation to Tables 5a-5d

Table 5d

100

70

10

Cast Erla Lon Sal Csi KG Moc Sot Stock

Number of coins 331 279 150 703 247 281 410 412 211

Trtble 5d. Distribntirnt of'coins from Nero to Neri a (per centh lnrperial hoatds of 2nd

centHI76

Ciirrent Su edr»h &in:lroerrlogii Kol. I, 399.3


